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INSTRUCTIONS

1  Candidates will be required to perform two items from items 1 – 3.

2  Items 4 and 5 are compulsory.

3  Each item is worth 10 marks.

This question paper consists of 3 printed pages.
1 Dancing
Candidates will perform for the examiner a dance of their own choice. Candidates may perform their dances as individuals or in groups as the dance requires.

2 Singing
Candidates will perform for the examiner a song of their own choice. Candidates may perform their songs as individuals or in groups as the song requires.

3 Instrument Playing
Candidates will perform for the examiner a piece of their own choice. Candidates may perform their pieces as individuals or in groups as the piece requires.

4 Sight Singing
Candidates will sight sing one of the given melodies using sol-fa or any other syllables individually. Candidates may be required to interpret any score attributes, i.e. symbols, metre, tempo, dynamics, etc.

5 Composing
Candidates will prepare and present an original composition based on the theme: **Encouraging young people to attend school**. The composition can be presented in a score, audio record format or live performance in any musical style of the candidate’s choice.